
Analysis MaslowCNC 
Find optimum working area and frame angle for given pulley distance, sled 

weight and friction coefficient 

 

(based on the „Gearbox Failure - Are We Exceeding Motor Design Limits?”-
forum thread) 



Given Situation 

• The „Gearbox Failure - Are We Exceeding Motor Design Limits?”-forum thread 
took a look at the optimum working area and frame angle based on the chain 
load and motor design limits and was a good starting point for my analysis 

• I wanted to take a look into the optimum working area based on the amount of 
cutting force that is available in every position and direction within the working 
area 

• To do that I am looking at the force equilibrium at the router bit, based on the 
following assumptions 
• The Frame angle and sled weight is know  Therefor the normal and tangential weight 

forces are known  The normal force gives the friction force acting against the router 
moving, therefor reducing the available cutting force 

• Next for every position it shall be calculated which is the direction of the least available 
cutting force and the cutting force that is available in this position and direction 

• The cutting force is limited by the available tangential weight force (i.e. downward cutting) 
and the load carrying potential of the chains (before it overloads the motor (i.e. at top 
center) or before it becomes loose (i.e. at bottom corners)) 
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Solution Idea 

• A MATLAB / Octave script should now be written that uses the following inputs: 
• Frame size and angle (xDist, xWork, yDist, yWork, alpha) 
• Sled data (Weight, mu (Coefficient of friction)) 
• Technical data (Rated torque for gearbox, sprocket size  gives maximum chain load, array 

size  computational load vs. resolution of the cutting force map) 

• The script should then build an array of possible (x,y)-Positions of the Router bit 
within the right half of the working area (only one half due to symmetry) 

• For every position in the array there should be found in which direction the least 
amount of cutting force is available (if any is available, when comparing with the 
friction) and this minimum cutting force should be calculated. Both the direction 
and the force should be saved in the array 

• For visualisation a force map should be outputted, this can either be done by 3d-
plot or heatmap plot or slope field 

 



Solution Idea 

• How to find the minimum available cutting force: 
• When the movement direction is in sector I: Chain 1 is pulling, chain 2 is giving way. So the 

minimum available force occurs when chain 1 is at maximum load or chain 2 is loadfree 
• When the movement direction is in sector II: Both chains are giving way, so minimum 

available force occurs when one or both chains become loadfree 
• When the movement direction is in sector III: Similar to sector I 
• When the movement direction is in sector IV (between vector F1 and F2): Both chains are 

pulling, so minimum of the available cutting force occurs when one or both of the chains 
exceeds its allowed load 
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Assumptions 

• The idea is the following: Based on which sector the direction force vector is, a 
vector addition will give the resulting available force value. The knowns are the 
length and direction of the tangential force vector, the direction of the cutting 
vector, the directions of the chain load vector. Then it is assumed that one of the 
chains is either loadfree (=vector lenght 0) or at maximum load (=vector length 
based on the rated torque of the motor).  

• Then the resulting two unknowns can be calculated: The available force for 
cutting and friction as well as the other chain load 

• Only sliding friction is considered, not sticking friction, as if the sled would be 
moving the whole time 

• For calculating the chain angles it is assumed that the chain goes to the center of 
the sprockets 



Assumptions 

• The effect of the flute angle of the router bit is omitted ( this could be a 
significant effect that influences the optimum frame angle, since choosing flute 
angle and rotation direction in a manner that pulls the router to the surface will 
increase 



Example 

• Results for the Maslow with standard frame and frame angle 15°: 


